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Our manifesto
The art of hospitality knows no bounds —
It extends beyond walls, to spark inspired experiences everywhere.
We dare to reimagine hospitality not as a place or service,
ƫɖɎǣȇˡȇǣɎƺƬȒȇȇƺƬɎƺƳȅȒȅƺȇɎɀً
Whether you want to live, work, or play.

We are shaping a future where travel unlocks a life lived limitless.
Where powerful brands deliver exceptional experiences and value,
talent and passion deliver a welcoming human touch.
Where innovation constantly expands boundaries,
and a commitment to sustainability gives back
to one planet, many communities.

That’s why we have created
a holistic ecosystem around the consumer,
and the innovative services and solutions to power it all.
Because the future belongs to those who design it,
ƏȇƳɯƺټȸƺǝƺȸƺɎȒƫȸǣȇǕɵȒɖɎǝƺȸƺ٪ˡȸɀɎِ

Ă̆ͬΒ
Live Limitless
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AUGMENTING HOSPITALITY,

and revamping the guest experience. Today,

BEYOND HOTELS

we are continuing this exciting journey with

It’s no secret that our world is changing,

a new identity and philosophy. Welcome

and changing fast, which requires both

to Accor, the augmented-hospitality group.

ƬǼƏǣȸɮȒɵƏȇƬƺً ƫȒǼƳȇƺɀɀ ƏȇƳ ˢƺɴǣƫǣǼǣɎɵِ
Today, we are far more than hoteliers.
We are also ambassadors of experience
and we own the milliseconds that make
up the journeys during which our guests
explore new possibilities for life. We are
spearheading a revolution that will change
the face of hospitality. To achieve this,
Accor treats the challenge of creating
immersive experiences beyond the stay as
an unprecedented opportunity.
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“Accor is the augmentedhospitality group creating
new possibilities to live,
work, and play.”
SHAPING THE FUTURE
Since 2013, we have been undergoing
a fundamental transformation. The f iveyear journey of implementing an Asset-

We have undertaken a dramatic transfor-

Light model has enabled us to build on

mation,

and

multiple strengths. With the aim of both

physically in hotels; we have massively

meeting current changes in the industry

grown in our brand portfolio. We are

and anticipating those in the future, we

increasingly gravitating towards agile alli-

have transformed Accor f rom a hotel

ances in a way that both our partners and

group into a holistic ecosystem of hospi-

Accor will be able to leverage our respective

tality services. Extensive strategic invest-

expertise to provide more innovative solu-

ments in a wide variety of sectors around

tions to face current business challenges

the world have both strengthened our

and rapid changes. For over 50 years,

core capabilities and created a wider,

we have been reinventing the hospitality

complementary brand portfolio, f rom

business by breaking rules and making

Raffles to ibis. Alswo covering entertain-

daring moves, challenging the status quo

ment and wellbeing brands, we energise

culturally,

technologically
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our business of hospitality with an inte-

real-world

grated model of brands, talents and

networks, and specialist expertise. We

services. Over time, hotels have evolved to

cherish and nurture the uniqueness of all

serve a multitude of needs: sleeping,

our talents, tailor opportunities to their

eating and drinking, socialising, enter-

needs, and encourage leadership through

taining or even learning. In response, we

empathy and collaboration. We remain

have made numerous acquisitions and

open to new ideas, practices, technology

investments in lifestyle (sbe), luxury (Orient-

and opportunities, we can adapt to the

0ɴȵȸƺɀɀ٣ً ȵȸǣɮƏɎƺ ȸƺȇɎƏǼɀ ٢ȒȇƺˡȇƺɀɎƏɵ٣ً

world, anticipate change, and enable

concierge (John Paul), co-working spaces

continuous,

(Nextdoor), dining (Potel et Chabot),

want to make the world a better place and

restaurants

(Paris

ƺȇɀɖȸƺɎǝƏɎɎȒɖȸǣɀȅټɀƫƺȇƺˡɎɀǕȒƫƺɵȒȇƳ

society), digital booking platforms (very-

each guest. Which is why we support local

chic) to name just a few in the recent

communities and the whole planet with

years. By integrating new businesses, we

sustainable practices and the highest

continuously redef ine hospitality and

ethical standards.

and

night

clubs

solutions,

agile

seamless

global

transformation.

We

keep our brands f resh for both guests
and locals.
ACCOR, A NEW VISION
Accor

has

been

providing

hospitality

savoir-faire for more than 50 years and
constantly expands. Accor is today a world
for every lifestyle. Our group is built upon
four brand pillars: maximise performance,

“By designing new
experiences for both
travel and daily lives,
we aim to answer
tomorrow’s lifestyle
needs – today.”

empowered talent, open innovation and
acting for a meaningful hospitality, that

LET’S LIVE LIMITLESS.

embrace the future while continuing to

At the new Accor, we are connected to

put people – guests, customers and

our changing world. We are powering future

talents – at the heart of everything we do.

hospitality. We are ready to Live Limitless.

We have a vision. We create new opportunities to maximise the business of hospitality by combining our brands with our
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Sébastien Bazin
Chairman and CEO
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This is Accor.
LEADING THE HOSPITALITY REVOLUTION.
TODAY, WE ARE MORE THAN A HOTEL GROUP, WE ARE A HOLISTIC ECOSYSTEM OF
BRANDS, TALENTS AND SOLUTIONS, READY TO ENGAGE WITH THE FUTURE’S ENDLESS
POSSIBILITIES. ACCOR HAS AN OFFER TO BRING NEW LIFE TO THE WAY YOU LIVE,
WORK, PLAY, AND DO BUSINESS.

Play. Fully.
Indulge yourself at a wellness centre. Sip a delightful drink. Savour
a delicious meal. Head out for a night on the town. Attend a beautifully catered special event. Accor has a constantly evolving assortment of ways to Play.

Live. Globally.
Live is our ever-expanding, industry-leading, global hospitality portfolio. With luxury to economy, home-stays to resorts,
with almost 4,800 properties and more than 704,000 rooms
in 110 countries, 38 brands, Live brings together an unrivalled
collection of exciting, relaxing, elegant and personalised
guest experiences.

Business Accelerators. Powerfully.
We drive our customers’ businesses in distribution, operations
and experiences with dynamic, services and solutions. Our Business
Accelerators boost performance, bringing our long experience to
every phase of development and ensuring success every step of our
shared journey.

bºĔì º ¨Ä¡ØĔ
It is time to join the coworking revolution. MamaWorks and
Nextdoor’s inviting spaces allow you to work how you want when
you like, in the heart of cities. Alongside our thousands of meeting
and event venues in our hotels, this is the Accor world of Work.
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WELCOME TO ACCOR.
LIVE LIMITLESS.
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LIVE. GLOBALLY.

Accor. An extraordinary ecosystem of strong and
complementary brands. A remarkable choice of
q¡§¾Äýďāùù·º· ºÄ ¾qºÈ¨Ä Òº¡Ĕ¨ì º

Live

to suit all lifestyles, desires and needs. From our
¡È×ÈºØïÑ Ĥ¾Äqº·q¡q} ¾ÄÈº¾§qºÄ }¨§ØÄ ¡¾ď
exquisite home rentals to full-service resorts, we are
dedicated to reinventing the guest experience every
day. With more choice and more innovation, more
in tune with our changing world, we are creating
the future of hospitality – today.
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Accor, a worldwide
hotel operator

27%

*

Europe

1,320 hotels
186,500 rooms

5%

*

21%

*

North America

France

115 hotels
37,800 rooms

1,625 hotels
146,900 rooms

30%

*

Asia-Pacific

8%

1,085 hotels
212,300 rooms

*

Almost 4,800 properties
704,000 rooms
more than 110 countries
280,000 employees

Latin America
and Caribbean
380 hotels
58,900 rooms

—
1 hotel opened
every 29 hours

* As a percentage of total number of rooms of Accorhotels managed and f ranchised hotels
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9%

*

Africa,
Middle East
275 hotels
61,600 rooms

Accor is the world’s leading hotel operator, as well as a market leader in Europe, Latin America,
xǣƳƳǼƺ0ƏɀɎۭǔȸǣƬƏƏȇƳɀǣƏ¨ٮƏƬǣˡƬِáƺȒȵƺȸƏɎƺȒɮƺȸ 2,520 hotels under direct management contract
and an additional 2,260 hotels ɖȇƳƺȸ ǔȸƏȇƬǝǣɀƺ ƬȒȇɎȸƏƬɎِ 0ɮƺȸɵ ȇǣǕǝɎً ɯƺ ɯƺǼƬȒȅƺ 630,000 guests
in more than 4,800 hotels in more than 110 destinationsِ
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Luxury
BRA NDS

At Accor, luxury is, above all, a question of
experiences. Our service is as discreet as it is
impeccable and always has an eye on the details.
It opens the doors to worlds in which ref inement
meets the magic of enchanting destinations.
Our Luxury brands and hotels are an invitation
to discover their prestigious heritage, while experiencing the best of local culture.
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An Oasis for
the Well Travelled
A true pioneer of worldly elegance and hospitality.
ȇǣƬȒȇǣƬƫȸƏȇƳɯǝƺȸƺƺƏƬǝ«ƏǔˢƺɀǝȒɎƺǼȒǔǔƺȸɀǕȸƏƬǣȒɖɀɯƏȸȅ
ƏȇƳƳǣɀƬȸƺƺɎɀƺȸɮǣƬƺًƳƺǼǣɮƺȸǣȇǕƺȅȒɎǣȒȇƏǼǼɖɴɖȸɵɎȒɎǝƺɯƺǼǼ
travelled guests. Legendary service since 1887.
ȸȸǣɮǣȇǕƏɎ«ƏǔˢƺɀǣɀƏɀȵƺƬǣƏǼƺɴȵƺȸǣƺȇƬƺِXɎɀǝȒɖǼƳƫƺɯƏȸȅً
ɯƺǼƬȒȅǣȇǕًǕƺȇƺȸȒɖɀǣȇɀȵǣȸǣɎƏȇƳɖȇǣȷɖƺɎȒɎǝƺƳƺɀɎǣȇƏɎǣȒȇِ
IȸȒȅɎǝƺƳȒȒȸȅƏȇɯǣɎǝǣȅȵƺƬƬƏƫǼƺȅƏȇȇƺȸɀƏȇƳƏɯƏȸȅ
ȵƺȸɀȒȇƏǼǣɎɵًɎȒɎǝƺ«Əǔˢƺɀ ƺƳًˡɎǔȒȸȸȒɵƏǼɎɵًǕȸƏȇƳً
ɀɖȅȵɎɖȒɖɀƏȇƳǣȸȸƺɀǣɀɎǣƫǼƺِ

13 hotels

ASIA

FRANCE

PIPELINE

2,201 rooms

7 hotels

1 hotel

1,209 rooms

149 rooms

8 hotels

EUROPE

2 hotels

MIDDLE EAST
& AFRICA

291 rooms

3 hotels

11 countries

981 rooms
7 countries

552 rooms

84% of guests qualify Raffles as iconic
«Əǔˢƺɀ³ǣȇǕƏȵȒȸƺ

raffles.com
16
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«ƏǔˢƺɀXɀɎƏȇƫɖǼًÁɖȸǸƺɵ

«ƏǔˢƺɀXɀɎƏȇƫɖǼًÁɖȸǸƺɵ

ÁÈ«k0ç

Kqìè¡ ¾&¾Äq¨|È¡
An oasis of calm and cool, rising above this ancient
and bustling metropolis. This luxury hotel in Istanbul
is a stunning vantage point for all that the city has to offer.

18

«Əǔˢƺɀ0ɖȸȒȵƺǴɀǸǣáƏȸɀƏɯً¨ȒǼƏȇƳ

«Əǔˢƺɀً³ǣȇǕƏȵȒȸƺ

³X z J¨

«Əǔˢƺɀ0ɖȸȒȵƺǴɀǸǣáƏȸɀƏɯً¨ȒǼƏȇƳ

«ƏǔˢƺɀxƏǼƳǣɮƺɀxƺȸƏƳǝȒȒ

«0

Kqìè¡ ¾O¨q·º
A century after its opening, the hotel was declared
ƏzƏɎǣȒȇƏǼxȒȇɖȅƺȇɎƫɵɎǝƺ³ǣȇǕƏȵȒȸƺ
JȒɮƺȸȇȅƺȇɎƏȇƳɎȒƳƏɵًǣɎɀƬȒǼȒȇǣƏǼƏȸƬǝǣɎƺƬɎɖȸƺ
is beautifully preserved, allowing it to stand out
from the contemporary style of its surrounding
neighbours in the business and civic district.

POLAND

x  n ( Xà0 ³

Kqìè¡ ¾Èº· ¾bqº¾qÒ

Kqìè¡ ¾8q¡Ñ ¾8 ºq

With over 160 years of history and heritage, the recently
ȒȵƺȇƺƳ«Əǔˢƺɀ0ɖȸȒȵƺǴɀǸǣáƏȸɀƏɯȸƺˢƺƬɎɀɎǝƺɎȸɖƺɀȵǣȸǣɎ
Ȓǔ¨ȒǼƏȇƳِÁǝǣɀȇƺȒٮȸƺȇƏǣɀɀƏȇƬƺȵƏǼƏƬƺƫɖǣǼɎƫɵ0ȇȸǣƬȒ
Marconi in 1857 is centrally located, on the Royal Route,
neighbouring the cobbled streets of the Old Town.

Located on the southern tip of the Maldives archipelago,
Ɏǝƺ«ƏǔˢƺɀxƏǼƳǣɮƺɀxƺȸƏƳǝȒȒǣɀǼȒƬƏɎƺƳǣȇƏȸƺȅȒɎƺ
haven far from the rhythm of every day life. In harmony
with nature, guests can relax, reconnect and realign.
³ɖȸȸȒɖȇƳƺƳƫɵƬȸɵɀɎƏǼǼǣȇƺXȇƳǣƏȇ ƬƺƏȇɯƏɎƺȸɀًǝȒȅƺ
to unspoilt house reefs and their incredible inhabitants,
it is easy to forget the world outside.
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Journey
to elsewhere
Èz0æ¨0!Á0(ٙ!¨ÁXàÁXzJٙàzÁٳJ«(X³Áٙ!ÈnÁÈ«0(

A myth for over 135 years, Orient Express remains
ɎǝƺɀɵȅƫȒǼȒǔǼɖɴɖȸɵɎȸƏɮƺǼƏȇƳɎǣȅƺǼƺɀɀȸƺˡȇƺȅƺȇɎِ
The multicultural heritage of this legendary trains is now
transported to a collection of Orient Express hotels,
taking travellers on a captivating journey
to elsewhere.
Rare know-how and noble materials echo the original
train’s splendour, creating a permanent experience
marked by emotion and wanderlust.
Transported by this special sense of style
and the promise of radical change from the everyday,
Orient Express beckons you to discover
another way of travelling, living and seeing
the world: a culture.

PIPELINE

1 hotel
154 rooms
1 country

A collection of 10 properties by 2030

orient-express.com
20
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A sanctuary
for the senses

26 hotels
3,090 rooms
11 countries

R xz!0ٙ á0ٳXz³¨X«XzJٙ ³z!ÁÈ«çٙ SUSTAINABILITY

AMERICAS

2 hotels
177 rooms

Banyan Tree offers peaceful havens to rejuvenate

³X!¨ٳXIX!

22 hotels

the mind, body and soul in awe-inspiring locations

2,761 rooms

around the globe. Each hotel, whether in iconic

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA

cities or stunning natural locations, allows guests

2 hotels

to rediscover the romance of travel, while enjoying

152 rooms

authentic and memorable experiences.

PIPELINE

14 hotels
1,221 rooms
7 countries

Banyan Tree Seychelles

Banyan Tree Bangkok, Thailand

banyantree.com
22

Banyan Tree Phuket, Thailand
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A nourishing resort
Rç¨0«!ٳÈ«Á0(ۭ!È³Á xX³0(
á«xnçá0n! xXzJٙ(XàXz0nç¨«XàÁ0

(ƺǼƏȇȒȒǔǔƺȸɀȅȒƳƺȸȇɎȸƏɮƺǼǼƺȸɀɎǝƏɎȅȒɀɎȸƏȸƺ
ƏȇƳƬȒɮƺɎƺƳȒǔƺɴȵƺȸǣƺȇƬƺɀ٪ɖȇƏƳɖǼɎƺȸƏɎƺƳǼɖɴɖȸɵ
that nurtures their hedonistic desires, body and soul.
XɎȸƺƳƺˡȇƺɀɎǝƺǼɖɴɖȸɵȸƺɀȒȸɎƺɴȵƺȸǣƺȇƬƺɯǣɎǝˡȸɀɎٮǣȇٮƬǼƏɀɀɀƺȸɮǣƬƺ
ƏȇƳƬɖɀɎȒȅǣɀƺƳǕɖƺɀɎƺɴȵƺȸǣƺȇƬƺɀɎǝƏɎƏɯƏǸƺȇɎǝƺǣȸƬɖȸǣȒɀǣɎɵً
nourish their senses and soul, and shape a personal journey
ǔȒȸƬȒɖȵǼƺɀًǼȒɮƺƳȒȇƺɀًɀȒǼȒɎȸƏɮƺǼǼƺȸɀًƏȇƳǔƏȅǣǼǣƺɀ
that lives well beyond each stay.

South Beach, Miami, United States

2 hotels

PIPELINE

1,308 rooms

3 hotels

1 country

466 rooms

Las Vegas, United States

3 countries
Delano was characterised a trailblazer
in the f ield of hospitality.

morganshotelgroup/delano.com
24

South Beach, Miami, United States
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Live the Legend
0n0JzÁٙR0«XÁJ0ٙn0J0z(«çٙÁXx0n0³³

Legendary addresses where heritage is infused
with French art de vivre. Think legendary architecture
and locations, luxurious experiences for ultimate indulgence.
Every stay is a part of a timeless story that is still unfolding.

³ȒˡɎƺǼLEGEND Santa Clara Cartagena, Colombia

5 hotels
873 rooms
5 countries

AMERICAS

EUROPE

1 hotel

1 hotel

123 rooms

177 rooms

³X!¨ٳXIX!

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA

2 hotels

1 hotel

435 rooms

138 rooms

sof itel.com
26

³ȒˡɎƺǼn0J0z(¨ƺȒȵǼƺټɀJȸƏȇƳRȒɎƺǼæǣƏȇً!ǝǣȇƏ
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Unforgettable,
since 1907
!R«X³xÁX!ٙÁR ÈJRÁIÈn!R0«X³R0(
EXCEPTIONAL

At Fairmont, the passion is to connect
the guests to the very best of destinations.
From the beaches of Hawaii to the deserts of
ɎǝƺÈȇǣɎƺƳژȸƏƫ0ȅǣȸƏɎƺɀɎȒɎǝƺǝƺƏȸɎȒǔnȒȇƳȒȇً
IƏǣȸȅȒȇɎȒǔǔƺȸɀǕɖƺɀɎɀژƺɴɎȸƏȒȸƳǣȇƏȸɵȵǼƏƬƺɀً
created by combining unique architecture,

Fairmont San Francisco, United States

Fairmont Baku Flame Towers, Azerbaijan

ƺɴȵȸƺɀɀǣɮƺƳƺƬȒȸƏȇƳƏȸɎǣɀɎȸɵًƏȇƳȅƏǕȇǣˡƬƺȇɎ
ǔƺƏɎɖȸƺɀِƳƳǕȸƺƏɎژɀƺȸɮǣƬƺًƏȇƳɎǝƺȸƺɀɖǼɎ
is an unforgettable guest experience.

76 hotels

AMERICAS

³X!¨ٳXIX!

30,276 rooms

42 hotels

11 hotels

19,544 rooms

3,393 rooms

EUROPE

MIDDLE EAST
& AFRICA

26 countries

8 hotels
2,085 rooms
PIPELINE

FRANCE

22 hotels

1 hotel

14 hotels
4,652 rooms

602 rooms

7,017 rooms
17 countries
72% of guests say Fairmont makes them feel
like they are in the heart of the destination

fairmont.com
28

Fairmont Le Montreux Palace, Switzerland
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SLS is the home of an extraordinary experience.
Culinary artistry, theatrical interiors, subversive
design touches and unexpected indulgences.
From giant metallic ducks to a curated in-room bar
for “saints” and “sinners”, no other luxury hotel
can boast such a diversity, such richness,
such a playful ambiance.

South Beach, Miami, United States

Beverly Hills, Los Angeles, United States

6 hotels

PIPELINE

2,557 rooms

11 hotels

2 countries

2,048 rooms
4 countries

82% of guests characterised their
stay at SLS as “memorable”.
Beverly Hills, Los Angeles, United States

Brickell, Miami, United States

30

SLSHotels.com
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Feel the Pulse
«0 0nnX È³ٙ¨nçIÈnٙ0z0«JX³0(ٙÈ(!X È³

A vivid cocktail of sophistication and style. An audacious burst of local energy
that is both luxurious and playful. An edge that sets the experience apart. Fashionable and social,
it’s about being the place to be and be seen, connecting the like-minded.

SO/ Bangkok, Thailand

SO/ St. Petersburg, Russia

8 hotels
1,099 rooms
7 countries

MIDDLE EAST
& AFRICA

EUROPE

3 hotels

1 hotel

397 rooms

92 rooms

³X!¨ٳXIX!

PIPELINE

13 hotels
2,615 rooms
11 countries

4 hotels
610 rooms

91% SO/ outperforms competitors on E-reputation
performance score
SO/ Berlin Das Stue, Germany

sof itel.com
32
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121 hotels
30,588 rooms
43 countries

PIPELINE

14 hotels

AMERICAS

³X!¨ٳXIX!

15 hotels

50 hotels

3,512 rooms

14,308 rooms

EUROPE

MIDDLE EAST

20 hotels

& AFRICA

4,864 rooms

24 hotels

FRANCE

6,294 rooms

12 hotels
1,610 rooms

3,837 rooms
13 countries

Live the
French Way

אٜ בof guests associate Sof itel
with French Art de Vivre

x (0«zٙ!RX!
I«0z!R«Á(0àXà«0ٙh X0(0àXà«0

³ȒˡɎƺǼ ƏǼǣzɖɀƏ(ɖƏًXȇƳȒȇƺɀǣƏ

Imagine modern luxury hotels where
the essence of each destination is artfully
blended with French art de vivre, creating
chic experiences for modern voyageurs
to indulge in and celebrate life’s pleasures,
the French way.

³ȒˡɎƺǼnȒȇƳȒȇ³ɎhƏȅƺɀًÈȇǣɎƺƳkǣȇǕƳȒȅ

³ȒˡɎƺǼ¨ƏȸǣɀǼƺIƏɖƫȒɖȸǕًIȸƏȇƬƺ

sof itel.com
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Some people can do innovative things.
Some people are innovators.
Inside our community, we share a common spirit.
A spirit of constant innovation.

A vibrant collection of hotels
with a bold spirit that
challenges and inspires

The House of Originals has historic hotels, iconic
even - but that is not what makes them one of us.
They recognize their heritage alone is not enough.
True originals don’t question once, they
always question.
Sanderson London, United Kingdom

We are this bold spirit.
A community that challenges, learns and inspires.
Not following fashions, but leading fashions.

COMMUNITY

From nightlife, to design, culinary and mixology.

UNPRETENTIOUS LUXURY CULINARY AND MIXOLOGY EXPERIENCE

For every hotel with this undying spirit and

INDIVIDUALITY

promise of originality.

WELCOME TO THE HOUSE OF ORIGINALS

Shore Club South Beach Miami, USA

10 Karaköy Istanbul, Turkey

4 hotels

PIPELINE

1,540 rooms

1 hotels

2 countries

170 rooms
1 country

66% of guests return because
of the iconic brand

sbe.com/originals
36

Sanderson London, United Kingdom

St Martins Lane London, United Kingdom
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Unlimited wonders
«0³ «Á³ٙ0zÁ0«ÁXzx0zÁٙJ È«x0ÁٙIxXnçIÈz

Rixos Premium Dubai, United Arab Emirates

23 hotels
8,556 rooms
7 countries

EUROPE

16 hotels
5,376 rooms

MIDDLE EAST
& AFRICA

7 hotels
3,180 rooms

Rixos Premium Göcek, Turkey

Dedicated to offering traditional
Turkish hospitality and a unique spa
ƺɴȵƺȸǣƺȇƬƺǣȇɎǝƺˡȇƺɀɎɀɖȸȸȒɖȇƳǣȇǕɀ
and a luxurious ambiance. Rixos
provides an outstanding resort
experience with professional
entertainment and sports. At Rixos,
the all-inclusive is all-exclusive.
In addition to Rixos Hotels’ global
entertainment expertise in resorts,
the ultimate entertainment
experience can be found at The Land
of Legends Theme Park. An out of this
world theme park that offers water
coasters, wild slides & rides, shows

Rixos The Land of Legends Theme Park, Turkey

& concerts and shopping avenues.

Rixos Premium Bodrum, Turkey

rixos.com
38
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5,000 homes
50 destinations

ÁXn «0(ٙI«X0z(nçٙà0«XIX0(

Rue Saint-Pétersbourg, Paris, France

áǣɎǝȒȇƺˡȇƺɀɎƏɵًǕɖƺɀɎɀɀɎƏɵǣȇƳǣɀɎǣȇƬɎǣɮƺȵȸǣɮƏɎƺǝȒȅƺɀًƏȵƏȸɎȅƺȇɎɀƏȇƳɮǣǼǼƏɀ
in sought-after destinations around the world – with an unprecedented level of service and care.
We’re bringing our renowned hospitality to private rentals on a global scale.

Personalised booking experience
ȒȇƺˡȇƺɀɎƏɵټɀɎƺƏȅȒǔÁȸƏɮƺǼƳɮǣɀȒȸɀƬƏȇǝƺǼȵǕɖƺɀɎɀˡȇƳ
the perfect home, whatever their needs may be - from business
travel to friends and family vacations alike.

An unmatched portfolio
Think apartments overlooking Central Park
and terraced townhouses in Notting Hill, through
to marvellous pads in Montmartre, hideaways in
the hills of LA or a beach house in St Barts.
Jane Street Townhouse II, New York, USA

Clerkenwell Cooperage, London, United Kingdom

We know what counts when travelling
۟ƏǔȸǣƺȇƳǼɵǔƏƬƺɎȒǕȸƺƺɎɵȒɖ
۟וٖגאȸƺƏǼɎƺƏȅɀɖȵȵȒȸɎ
۟ǝȒȅƺɀȵȸƺȵƏȸƺƳɎȒȒɖȸƺɴƏƬɎǣȇǕ
standards – complimentary WiFi, beds
made with pristine sheets, towels and
toiletries well-stocked.

onef inestay.com
40

Piazza Mattei, Rome, Italy
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Tailoring each stay
effortlessly
We can organise everything from airport
transfers and grocery deliveries to restaurant
reservations and special treats, such as spa
services, private chefs and butlers or
completely bespoke experiences.

Orsett Terrace, London, United Kingdom

A leader in the luxury
private rental category
We provide personalised and professional
service to both guests and homeowners,
from welcoming a new home into the
portfolio and managing the booking through
to the stay itself. Every home and villa is
cared for as it if were our own.
Sentosa, Turks & Caicos

onef inestay.com
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Premium
BRA ND S

With an impressive array of destinations and inspiring
hotel collections around the globe, we have more
than one story to tell. From stylish urban locations
ɎȒ ɀƏȇƬɎɖƏȸɵ ȸƺɀȒȸɎɀً  ǔȸȒȅ ɯȒȸǸǣȇǕ ǝƏȸƳ ɎȒ ƺȇǴȒɵǣȇǕ
relaxing experiences, there is always a good reason to
be a cherished guest with one of our Premium brands.

x  z Á X ³  ٘  x J  n n 0 « ç  æ   «   ٘  !  אÁ  ³ 0 « X 0 ³
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An exceptional place
Äï¨ØÈº¾ ¡
AFRICAN BORNٙCONSERVATIONٙXNTIMACYٙDIVERSITY

Founded in 2000 with a passion for creating
destinations where man and nature could co-exist
sustainably. After turning drought ravaged and
degraded bushveld into a private conservation
success story in the Eastern Cape, South Africa;
this pioneering spirit lead the growth of
the Mantis Collection.
Mantis has unearthed hotels and eco-escapes across
ƏǼǼɀƺɮƺȇƬȒȇɎǣȇƺȇɎɀٕǣȇǔƏȸٮˢɖȇǕƬȒȸȇƺȸɀًɮǣƫȸƏȇɎ
cityscapes, across vast African plains, and most
places in between. Each with a unique spirit, yet all
are linked by a collective obsession to be
extraordinary, to nurture the natural environment,
and preserve all that is meaningful.
Mantis is a Pioneer that searches for and uncovers
new possibilities, and new destinations so that
ȵƺȒȵǼƺƬƏȇǝƏɮƺƏƬƬƺɀɀɎȒȅȒȸƺǔɖǼˡǼǼǣȇǕǼǣɮƺɀِXȇƏ

Oceana Beach and Wildlife Reserve, South Africa

world of diminishing rarity, we partner with curious
explorers who seek to discover truly rare destinations
ƏȇƳǼǣǔƺٮƏǔˡȸȅǣȇǕƺɴȵƺȸǣƺȇƬƺɀِ

29 hotels
578 rooms
11 countries
PIPELINE

AMERICAS

xX((n0ٳ0³ÁۭI«X!

1 hotel

25 hotels

12 rooms

516 rooms

³X!¨ٳXIX!

EUROPE

1 hotels

2 hotels

4 rooms

46 rooms

10 hotels
321 rooms

An African Born hotel group

5 countries

with presence on all

7 continents

mantiscollection.com
46

Zambezi Queen Collection, Botswana

The Draycott Hotel, United Kingdom
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Hôtel Molitor Paris - MGallery, France

Hotel Grand Windsor Auckland - MGallery, New Zealand

DELIGHTFULٙSINGULARٙINSPIRINGٙENRICHING

MGallery is a collection of storied boutique hotels to discover the world and beyond,
providing a delightful and unique experience inspired by the local essence of the hotel
and its authentic story. With 101 addresses globally, each MGallery location leaves guests
enriched with a collection of emotions that make their stay truly memorable.

Ines de La Fressange, MGallery ambassador

İ8"q¡¡ ºØ¾·ºÈ
to welcome 21c Museum
Hotels to its collection
21c Museum Hotel combines contemporary art museums,
boutique hotels and chef-driven restaurants. The museum
hotels’ original, artistic spirit and pioneering vision are the
ȵƺȸǔƺƬɎƬȒȅȵǼƺȅƺȇɎɎȒxJƏǼǼƺȸɵټɀƬȒȇƬƺȵɎȒǔƳǣɀƬȸƺƺɎً
creative hospitality for lovers of art, literature and culture.

101 hotels

AMERICAS

FRANCE

PIPELINE

10,639 rooms

11 hotels

26 hotels

1,239 rooms

1,916 rooms

48 hotels

³X!¨ٳXIX!

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA

33 hotels

5 hotels

3,915 rooms

742 rooms

26 countries

6,741 rooms
30 countries

EUROPE

26 hotels
2,827 rooms

79% of guests associate MGallery with storied boutique hotels
Lexington, Kentucky

Harbour Rocks Hotel Sydney - MGallery, Australia

sof itel.accorhotels.com
48
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Creating unique and
inspired experiences
REFINED ٙ! zÁ0x¨ ««çٙ ENGAGING

Inspired by and dedicated to Australian
contemporary artists, Art series offers an
extraordinary boutique hotel experience.
Located in the hottest art and cultural hubs,
the boutique hotels are currently found in
Melbourne, Brisbane and Adelaide. Each hotel
takes design inspiration from the namesake
artist. With original artworks and editions
adorning the walls and halls, the multifaceted
art-inspired experience is complete with
dedicated art channels, art libraries, art tours
and art utensils on supply.
Boasting personalised service and
sophisticated style, all suites showcase up
to the minute comforts and technology
with Art Series signature bedding to ensure

The Larwill, Melbourne, Australia

the sweetest of sleeps. Experience an
extraordinary stay with Art Series Hotels.

7 hotels

PIPELINE

1,640 rooms

2 hotels

1 country

290 rooms
1 country
The Chen, Box Hill, Australia

artserieshotels.com.au
50

The Johnson, Brisbane, Australia
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A “must”
cultural
destination

Doha, Qatar, Middle East

Park Avenue, New York City, United States

CULTURAL CONNOISSEUR ٙDESIGN INNOVATOR ٙPLUG & PLAY
Mondrian is a way of travel. With its groundbreaking design and progressive programming it is a “must”
destination for locals or travellers. Mondrian is always at the heart of the most exciting cultural scenes in the
world, serving up innovation and creativity for everyone. Mondrian provides a playful framework so that
guests and locals alike can immerse themselves in the culture of each city it inhabits.

South Beach, Miami, United States

4 hotels

AMERICAS

PIPELINE

901 rooms

3 hotels
631 rooms

2 hotels

2 countries

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA

1 hotel

350 rooms
2 countries

270 rooms

81% of guests appreciate the design elements of Mondrian Hotels

mondrianhotels.com
52
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Our world is your playground
PIONEERING ٙSTYLISH ٙACCOMPLISHEDٙINVIGORATED

Pullman London St Pancras, United Kingdom

Pullman Bangkok King Power, Thailand

Pullman São Paulo Guarulhos Airport, Brazil

Hotels and resorts in tune with today’s mobile world, balancing peak
performance and personal wellbeing. A vibrant place where global nomads
can feel at their very best, whether on business or leisure.
Spacious meeting rooms with the newest technology, immersive art, and
modern guest rooms with great sleeping comfort. And above all, an engaged
and proactive team that provides everything our guests need to work
ƺǔˡƬǣƺȇɎǼɵƏȇƳƺȇǴȒɵƺǔǔȒȸɎǼƺɀɀǼɵِ

131 hotels

38,563 rooms

39 countries

AMERICAS

³X!¨ٳXIX!

EUROPE

FRANCE

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA

12 hotels

77 hotels

19 hotels

11 hotels

12 hotels

3,707 rooms

22,600 rooms

4,851 rooms

3,338 rooms

4,067 rooms

PIPELINE

53 hotels

15,335 rooms

24ڙƬȒɖȇɎȸǣƺɀ

#1 The most associated brand with contemporary design in its category

pullman.com
54

Pullman Berlin Schweizerhof, Germany
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2 ¾qÈº¨ Øď2Ñ ÄÒ ¡¡
FULL OF VITALITY ٙ«0nX n0ٙ RECHARGED ٙÁEASE

Contemporary hotels designed
with the quality and care of
Swiss hospitality. We are Swiss
at heart and global by nature.
We offer guests the quality of life,
vitality and peace of mind they
need to explore the world and
discover life’s true rewards.

Swissôtel Resort Bodrum Beach, Turkey

31 hotels
13,325ژȸȒȒȅɀ
18 countries
Swissôtel The Stamford, Singapore

Vitality Suite Swissôtel Zürich, Switzerland

AMERICAS

EUROPE

3 hotels

12 hotels

1,281 rooms

3,003 rooms

³X!¨ٳXIX!

MIDDLE EAST
& AFRICA

12 hotels
5,310 rooms

4 hotels
3,731 rooms

PIPELINE

18 hotels
4,510 rooms
13 countries
וזٜHigh E-reputation
Swissôtel The Bosphorus Istanbul, Turkey

Swissôtel Kunshan, China

performance & positive
guest perception

sof itel.accorhotels.com
swissotel.com
56
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BONDINGٙ VIBRANTٙ LOCAL CHICٙ ADVENTURE

Angsana brings the adventure back into travel whatever your age
ȒȸȸƺƏɀȒȇɎȒɮǣɀǣɎِXȇɎƺȸɎɯǣȇǣȇǕǼȒƬƏǼƬǝǣƬƏȇƳƏɮǣƫȸƏȇɎǔɖȇٮˡǼǼƺƳ
atmosphere, Angsana offers amazing destination playgrounds across the
world. Each hotel is uniquely designed to provide spacious stylish rooms
and suites, perfect for couples, families and groups of friends.

Angsana Xi’an Lintong, China

13 hotels

³X!¨ٳXIX!

PIPELINE

1,630 rooms

11 hotels
1,538 rooms

16 hotels

8 countries

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA

2 hotels

2,818 rooms
7 countries

92 rooms

sof itel.accorhotels.com
angsana.com
58

Angsana Velavaru, The Maldives
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Let’s spend the night together
IÈzٙ³Á «çٙ(0x !«!çٙ¨« I0³³X znX³x

At 25hours, we create individualised, made-to-measure hotels with personality
in vibrant cities. Every unique, playful 25hours hotel has a soul inspired by its location
and shaped by the art, culture, gastronomy and stories of its surroundings. And each one
is centered around a surprising Social Hub, a space where global travellers and local
guests can meet and form a dynamic and adventurous community.

25hours Hotel Hamburg Number One, Germany

25hours Hotel Frankfurt The Goldman, Germany

25hours Hotel Bikini Berlin, Germany

12 hotels

PIPELINE

1,828 rooms

5 hotels

3 countries

1,184 rooms

in Europe

4 countries

25hours-hotels.com
60

25hours Hotel Hamburg HafenCity, Germany
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A hydeaway for
the in-the-know
ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN
PLAYGROUND
AUTHENTICALLY PERSONAL

1 hotel
60 rooms
Midtown Miami, United States

1 country
50%+ of guests
that stay at Hyde Hotels
are familiar with the
Hyde nightlife brand

Hyde Hotels, Resorts & Residences are
intuitively dialed into the desires of the
in-the-know; their interests, aspirations
and tastes. This is a new kind of
hospitality, grounded in the spirit of
discovery, the fantasy of nightlife and the
adventure of connection. Hyde is more
than a brand, it’s a state of mind.

Miami, United States

Midtown Miami, United States

sbe.com/hydehotels
62
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We make moments
INTUITIVEٙ GENUINEٙ HUMANٙ WARM

Mövenpick is in the moments business.
We know small gestures can make all the difference.
So we do ordinary things in an
extraordinary way – a philosophy that has
ƳƺˡȇƺƳȒɖȸƫȸƏȇƳɀɖƬƬƺɀɀǔȸȒȅɎǝƺɀɎƏȸɎِ
With a Swiss heritage stretching back to the 1940s,
Mövenpick offers a unique blend of contemporary
city and resort hotels across the globe.
70 years of rich culinary legacy have taught us
never to compromise on quality or authenticity.
And we take a sustainable and responsible approach,
caring for local communities
and protecting the environment.

88 hotels
21,605 rooms
25 countries

EUROPE

ASIA

18 hotels

16 hotels

4,174 rooms

3,551 rooms

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA

54 hotels
13,880 rooms

Mövenpick Resort & Spa Jimbaran Bali, Indonesia

Mövenpick Ibn Battuta Gate Hotel Dubai, United Arab Emirates

PIPELINE

52 hotels
13,579 rooms
22 countries

movenpick.com
64

Mövenpick Resort & Spa Jimbaran, Bali
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³Xz!0«0ٙ ¨« È(ٙ n !nnçÁXn «0(ٙ CONTEMPORARILY REINTERPRETED

Around the world, Grand Mercure revisits the singularity of each culture with a new eye,
surprising and inspiring our guests to rediscover the uniqueness of a culture.
Tailored by the locals, each of our hotel invites to a curated and contemporary local immersion
in the country they are located, whilst guaranteeing premium international standards.
Grand Mercure Xiamen Downtown, China

53 hotels
12,151 rooms
13 countries
AMERICAS

8 hotels
2,069 rooms
³X!¨ٳXIX!

43 hotels
Grand Mercure Sao Paulo Vila Olimpia, Brazil

9,530 rooms
MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA

2 hotels
552 rooms
PIPELINE

26 hotels
6,353 rooms
9 countries

Grand Mercure Xiamen Downtown, China

Grand Mercure Mysuru, India

grandmercure.com
66
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Remember when
INDULGENTٙ REJUVENATINGٙ FLEXIBLEٙ MEMORABLE

Áǝƺ¨ƺȵȵƺȸɀƫȸƏȇƳǝƏɀƫƺƬȒȅƺɀɵȇȒȇɵȅȒɖɀɯǣɎǝƏɀƺȇɀƺȒǔȸƺˡȇƺƳ
indulgence, an attention to detail and excellent personal service.
Explore an irresistible and intriguing range of escapades selectively
located in some of Australia, New Zealand and Indonesia’s most
spectacular destinations.
From country estates to relaxing beachside resorts, from world-class golf
resorts to romantic vineyard retreats, Peppers combines personal
and friendly services with exceptional food and wine.

27 hotels

PIPELINE

4,085 rooms

3 hotels

3 countries

893 rooms
2 countries

Peppers Soul, Australia

peppers.com.au
68
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Expect nothing less
0II «Án0³³nç³ ¨RX³ÁX!Á0(ٙ Á«à0nn0(ٙ È¨J«(0(nXàXzJٙ FREEDOM

The Sebel Melbourne Malvern, Australia

Beautifully designed. The Sebel is a collection of upscale stylish and spacious
personally-serviced apartments for experiencing the most inspiring of places.
With warm and inviting spaces, they embody the sophistication our guests expect.
The Sebel offers a high level of living and freedom with impeccable
service by Hosts who offer tailored experiences, where no two is the same,
connecting guests to the best of the local destination.

The Sebel Melbourne Flinders Lane, Australia

28 properties

PIPELINE

1,980 spaces

5 aparthotels

3 countries

526 spaces
2 countries

thesebel.com
70

The Sebel Dockland, Australia
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Midscale
BRA NDS

³ȵƏƬƺɀ ǔȒȸ ǼǣɮǣȇǕً ǣȇɀȵǣȸƺƳ ƫɵ ȵǼƏƬƺɀ ƏȇƳ ȵƺȒȵǼƺِ
³ȵƏƬƺɀ ɎǝƏɎ Əȸƺ ȸƺɀȒǼɖɎƺǼɵ ƏƫȒɖɎ ɀǝȒɯƬƏɀǣȇǕ
lifestyles. Accor’s Midscale brands offer as many experiences as there are desires. Whether travelling alone,
as a couple or a family, or for business, there is always
a Midscale brand ready to meet all your needs.

xzÁ« ٘ z
(JX
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Room for everyone
¨0«³ znٙ!³ÈnٙÁ«È³Áá «ÁRçٙ«0næ0(

Offering premium accommodation with a warm
welcome in bustling cities and favorite holiday destinations.
Whether you’re travelling for business or relaxing
with family, you will feel right at home with Mantra.
With hotels, resorts and self-contained apartments
ȒȇɎǝƺƬȒƏɀɎƏȇƳǣȇɎǝƺƬǣɎɵًɵȒɖɯǣǼǼƏǼɯƏɵɀˡȇƳ
the perfect space in the ideal place. Across Australia,
New Zealand and Indonesia, whether you want less hassle
on business trips or more good times on holiday,
Mantra makes room for you.

77 hotels
15,241 rooms
3 countries

AMERICAS

PIPELINE

1 hotel

4 hotels

1,176 rooms
³X!¨ٳXIX!

76 hotels
14,071 rooms

Mantra Broadbeach on the Park, Australia

812 rooms
2 countries

Mantra Circle on Cavill, Australia

mantra.com.au
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Mantra on Russel, Australia
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526 hotels
103,105 rooms
60 countries
AMERICAS

44 hotels

Time is on your side

8,904 rooms
³X!¨ٳXIX!

155 hotels
39,148 rooms

COMFORTING & ENERGISING DESTINATION HOTELS
RELAXED & LIVELY ATMOSPHERE

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA

30 hotels
6,043 rooms
EUROPE

At Novotel, we believe that quality time is about

162 hotels

making everyday moments matter. Everything has

31,067 rooms

been thought to enhance our guests’ life balance,

FRANCE

sense of well being but also enjoyment. Whether

135 hotels

through our intuitive & modern design or our large
range of rewarding experiences, everyone can
disconnect from a busy life or make time to connect
with their family, friends or colleagues.
This combination makes Novotel the perfect spot
for travellers and locals to have a drink,
a bite to eat, to work, play or just relax.

17,943 rooms
PIPELINE

131 hotels
29,380 rooms
46 countries
TOP 3
In the top 3 best known
ȅǣƳɀƬƏǼƺƫȸƏȇƳɀȒȇژאȅƏȸǸƺɎɀ

Novotel Paris Coeur d’Orly Airport, France

Novotel London Heathrow Airport, United Kingdom

Novotel Ambassador Seoul Dongdaemun, South Korea

Novotel New York Time Square, United States

Novotel Brisbane South Bank, Australia

novotel.com
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Mercure Ginza Tokyo, Japan

Mercure Maldives Kooddoo Resort, Maldives

Mercure Kaliningrad, Russia

Every Mercure is a portal
to a destination. Its teams are genuinely
knowledgeable about the city

Mercure Surabaya, Indonesia

and every detail of the decor
tells a story about the location
and its cultural heritage.
While every Mercure hotel is unique,

810 hotels

AMERICAS

all share the same passion for high-

104,969 rooms

8,234 rooms

quality services. So from the moment

64 countries

our guests step inside a Mercure
٫ƫƺǣɎǣȇ¨Əȸǣɀً«ǣȒȒȸ ƏȇǕǸȒǸژ٫
they are immersed in their destination.
Mercure, Locally inspired hotels.

64 hotels

MIDDLE EAST
ۭI«X!ڙ

EUROPE

PIPELINE

23 hotels

330 hotels
42,352 rooms

175 hotels

4,755 rooms

³X!¨ٳXIX!

FRANCE

141 hotels

252 hotels

25,445 rooms

24,177 rooms

28,435 rooms
34 countries

#1 Highest premium perception of the largest mid brands worldwide

mercure.com
78

Mercure Bristol Grand Hotel, UK
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The services of hotels,
the freedom of apartments
URBANٙ COMFORT ٙ FLEXIBILITY

How do you stay away from home and enjoy real at-home comfort
ɯǝǣǼƺƳǣɀƬȒɮƺȸǣȇǕƏȇƺɯƬǣɎɵّڙƳƏǕǣȒȵƏȸɎǝȒɎƺǼɀȒǔǔƺȸǔɖȇƬɎǣȒȇƏǼ
apartments with the advantage of dedicated hotel services
and natural hospitality. Located in the heart of cities,
over 100 addresses in the world, the brand has three product
ȸƏȇǕƺɀيڙƳƏǕǣȒًƳƏǕǣȒƏƬƬƺɀɀƏȇƳƳƏǕǣȒȵȸƺȅǣɖȅِ

107 aparthotels

AMERICAS

EUROPE

PIPELINE

12,200 rooms

10 hotels

18 hotels

1,096 rooms

2,228 rooms

44 hotels

MIDDLE EAST
& AFRICA

FRANCE

3 hotels

8,326 rooms

11 countries

550 rooms

76 hotels

6,538 apartments
15 countries

#1 Aparthotels network in Europe

Adagio Paris Montmartre, France

adagio-city.com
80

Adagio Aix-en-Provence, France
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Mama loves you
BEAUTIFUL ٙCHIC ٙAFFORDABLE ٙFUN AND FRIENDLY

Mama is much more than somewhere to eat and sleep. It’s an urban kibbutz,
a lively place for meeting and sharing. Mama is like motherly love.
It’s like being in her arms—cosy and snug, a sanctuary, somewhere that feels good.
Mama also feeds you like a mother, with generous, unique dishes designed
by fantastic chefs. Like a mother, Mama just wants to take care of you!
BELGRADE BORDEAUX LOS ANGELES LYON MARSEILLES PARIS PRAGUE RIO DE JANEIRO TOULOUSE
Mama Shelter Belgrade, Serbia

Mama Shelter Los Angeles, Unites States

Mama Shelter Bordeaux, France

10 hotels

AMERICAS

EUROPE

PIPELINE

1,280 rooms

3 hotels

2 hotels

248 rooms

363 rooms

9 hotels

5 countries

FRANCE

5 hotels

1,562 rooms
7 countries

669 rooms

56% Revenue coming f rom F&B
Mama Shelter Paris, France

Mama Shelter Paris, France

mamashelter.com
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Hotels.
Re-thought.
! zÁ0x¨ ««çٙ(0³XJz«(ٳXà0zٙ«ÁIÈnnç!È«Á0(

Tribe is a new kind of hotel. One that responds directly to the desires
and aspirations of the modern traveller. A concept inspired by global
journeys and an uncompromising vision to deliver a uniquely
positioned, design driven hotel. A refreshing and disruptive brand,
Tribe challenges the status quo with its edited hotel experience that
makes it a leader in the design-led affordable luxury sector. Modern
travellers, we made this hotel for you. Welcome to Tribe.

1 hotel

PIPELINE

126 rooms

6 hotels

1 country

1,152 rooms
3 countries

92% of guests had a positive
interaction with Tribe staff

84

Perth, Australia
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Economy
BRA NDS

!ȒȅǔȒȸɎ ǣɀ ȵȸǣƬƺǼƺɀɀً ƏȇƳ ɯǣɎǝ ƬƬȒȸټɀ 0ƬȒȇȒȅɵ
offer, it doesn’t cost the earth. Our range of brands,
including

the

recently

launched

and

inno-

ɮƏɎǣɮƺ h ۭh 0ً ǝƏɀ Ə ɀȒǼɖɎǣȒȇ ǔȒȸ ƺɮƺȸɵȒȇƺي
ǝȒɎƺǼɀ ɯǝƺȸƺ ƏǼǼ ƏǕƺɀً ȇƺƺƳɀ Ȓȸ ƫɖƳǕƺɎɀ ƬƏȇ ˡȇƳ
exactly what they want, always for the best price.

«0kI«00 ٘ X
X

86

X³

È(J0Á ٘ h

X³ ٘ X
ۭh

X³ ³Áçn0³

0 ٘ R

Á0nI
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Give me a break
GREAT VALUEٙGREAT LOCATIONSٙGREAT BREAKS

Spacious self-contained apartment
and hotel-style accommodation, combining
value with the best beaches, city highlights
and holiday attractions.
Families, groups, couples, from Australia
or anywhere in the world, recognise the style
and promise of a BreakFree offering.
For them, their stay is all about
the experience of the location and the comfortable,
unpretentious accommodation and relaxed
service they enjoy.

24 hotels
3,477 rooms
2 countries

breakf ree.com.au
88

BreakFree Moroccan, Australia

ȸƺƏǸIȸƺƺJȸƏȇƳ¨ƏƬǣˡƬًɖɀɎȸƏǼǣƏ

89
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Open to vibrant hospitality
VIBRANT PLACES ٙ!«XzJ¨0 ¨n0

ibis Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines, France

ibis Barcelona, Spain

ibis London Canning Town, United Kingdom

You want it all. Rock’n roll AND pop music - Comfort
AND design. Vibrant atmosphere AND time to chill Tasty
AND simple food - Cosiness AND fun. You want it all,
AND you can have it all. Because right next door and all
over the world, there is always an ibis hotel to welcome
you. We look after every detail to make you feel at home.
So all you have to do… is relax AND enjoy.

ibis Sao Paulo Morumbi, Brazil

1,174 hotels

AMERICAS

150,748 rooms

25,027 rooms

66 countries

169 hotels

MIDDLE EAST
ۭI«X!ڙ

EUROPE

46 hotels

48,909 rooms

8,409 rooms

362 hotels

³X!¨ٳXIX!

FRANCE

208 hotels

389 hotels

34,185 rooms

34,218 rooms

PIPELINE

195 hotels
25,736 rooms
38 countries

#1 Best total awareness of economy brands in 14 key countries (>50%)

ibis.com
90
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Open to creative design
ÈzXªÈ0R Á0n³ٙ!«0ÁXà0 ç(0³XJz

ibis Styles Nha Trang, Vietnam

ibis Styles Hobart, Australia

ibis Styles Konstanz, Germany

ibis Styles Tbilisi Center, Georgia

ibis Styles Roissy Charles de Gaulle, France

áǝƏɎǣǔƏǝȒɎƺǼƬȒɖǼƳٌ³ɎɖȇɵȒɖّXȇɀȵǣȸƺɵȒɖّxƏǸƺɵȒɖ
ɀȅǣǼƺّɎǣƫǣɀ³ɎɵǼƺɀًƺƏƬǝǝȒɎƺǼǝƏɀǣɎɀȒɯȇɖȇǣȷɖƺƳƺɀǣǕȇً
theme and personality. Creative and urban, our eclectic hotels
offer warm service and stylish comfort. From pillow to pillar,
bathroom to bar, every little detail has been thought out to
live an experience full of surprises, for young and older kids.

476 hotels

AMERICAS

48,842 rooms

5,005 rooms

48 countries

41 hotels

MIDDLE EAST
& AFRICA

EUROPE

PIPELINE

7 hotels

134 hotels
13,462 rooms

179 hotels

1,460 rooms

³X!¨ٳXIX!

FRANCE

95 hotels

199 hotels

14,747 rooms

14,165 rooms

27,491 rooms
43 countries

20% above the category brand average on 25 markets
in terms of brand rate premium perception

ibis.com
92
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Open to smart attitude
STREET SMART HOTELS

ibis budget Surabaya Hr Muhammad, Indonesia

ibis budget Luton, United Kingdom

ibis budget Cirebon, Indonesia

Ibis budget Itagui Medellin, Colombia

ibis budget St-Quentin-en-Yvelines, France

It is the best deal in town. An urban, contemporary design.
A cool, easy-going atmosphere. Smart, comfortable rooms.
Relaxed social spaces that invite interaction. A hint of
humour. And a price/fun ratio that is impossible to beat.

614 hotels

AMERICAS

61,226 rooms

9,154 rooms

20 countries

48 hotels

MIDDLE EAST
& AFRICA

EUROPE

PIPELINE

4 hotels

180 hotels
19,929 rooms

69 hotels

484 rooms

³X!¨ٳXIX!

FRANCE

38 hotels

344 hotels

4,781 rooms

26,878 rooms

8,529 rooms
16 countries

#1 Best value for money perception versus competition in 5 key markets

ibis.com
94
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Welcome to the Open House
!

nٙ

n0z(0(ٙ CARING

JO&JOE Hossegor, France

JO&JOE Paris Gentilly, France

( Restaurant bill )

&CMN?ř
NŝNBĔPIC=Ĕ
CřSIOLB?;č
$ŝ
Run as fast as you can.
-Joe

JO&JOE Paris Gentilly, France

JO&JOE Hossegor, France

JO&JOE is a place that’s uniquely designed for millennials,

1 open house

locals and travellers. It’s an Open House that’s lively, affordable

98 rooms

8 open houses

1 country

1,602 rooms

and caring. A place where guests are free to do just as they please!
ÁǝƺˡȸɀɎh ۭh 0ǣɀȇȒɯƫȸǣȇǕǣȇǕǔɖȇɎȒRȒɀɀƺǕȒȸًIȸƏȇƬƺً
the second will welcome guests in Paris from April 2019,

PIPELINE

4 countries

followed by Rome, Glasgow, Budapest, Paris Nation,
London and Rio de Janeiro in 2020 and 2021.

joandjoe.com
96

JO&JOE Paris Gentilly, France
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hotelF1,
simplicity and freedom
#OnTheRoad

New y
lobb

n á! ³Áٙ(X³ÁXz!ÁXà0ٙI«X0z(nçٙÁ«È³ÁIÈn

hotelF1 is dedicated to travellers on the road.
IȒȸȅȒȸƺɎǝƏȇבɵƺƏȸɀًȒɖȸǝȒɎƺǼɀǝƏɮƺƫƺƺȇƺƏɀɵɎȒˡȇƳً
convivial and at the cheapest rates. In the concept
#OnTheRoad, revealed in 2018, hotelF1 enhances quality
with new comfort and design. New services “à la carte”
are launched to let each guest personalise
and enrich his experience.

172 hotels

PIPELINE

13,210 rooms

4 hotels

1 country

273 rooms

(France)

New
“Combri”ms
do

1 country

“à la carte Services”

Breakfast

Towels

Dorms

Open buffet

xǣƬȸȒˡƫƺȸ

Book a single bed

breakfast

towels for sale

in a dorm

hotelf1.com
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WORK. DIFFERENTLY.

New ways of working have a new home at Accor.
With Nextdoor and Mama Works, we are bringing

Work

our expertise and experience in hospitality and
business solutions to modern coworking spaces – with
ì º¾q¨¾·q} ¾Ä¾ÈÄ Ñ ºØ¨ ďº§º ¡q¨} º¾Ä
small businesses. Thanks to a wide variety of venues
in our properties around the world, we are also
the best place to host all your meetings and events.
At Accor, whatever your needs, we have an answer
that is sure to Work for you.

100
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Meetings & Events

26,000

Meeting all
your needs

Event organizers
are members
of the meeting planner
loyalty programme
MEETING PLANNER

With state-of-the-art equipment, innovative catering
and bespoke activities, our hotels, from luxury
to economy, ensure that every business event
is a success for our guests.
Pullman Wenzhou, China

Novotel London Canary Wharf, United Kingdom

Over

700

events a day
worldwide

2,400
hotels

+15,000
meeting rooms

Pullman London St Pancras, United Kingdom

102
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Your partner
in collaborative work
IÈnIXnnx0zÁٙ¨0«I «xz!0ٙ! nn0!ÁXà0³¨X«XÁ
Nextdoor Neuilly-sur-Seine, France

Every Nextdoor next-generation workspace – with its dedicated
service team – is designed to help you be as productive as possible.
Whether you are a freelancer or entrepreneur looking for a friendly, welcoming
ƬȒɯȒȸǸǣȇǕƺȇɮǣȸȒȇȅƺȇɎȒȸƏƬȒȅȵƏȇɵȇƺƺƳǣȇǕˢƺɴǣƫǼƺًȵȸǣɮƏɎƺȒǔˡƬƺɀً
Nextdoor has the perfect space to make your working life more spontaneous,

Over

5,000 workspaces

positive and creative every day.

50,000 sqm
8 workplaces
PIPELINE

55 workplaces in 2024

Nextdoor Gare de Lyon Paris, France

Nextdoor Lyon Part-Dieu, France

Nextdoor Neuilly-sur-Seine, France

my-nextdoor.com
104
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Mama Works reimagines the coworking space as a joyous community,
Ə!ƏǼǣǔȒȸȇǣƏȇƬƏȅȵɖɀȒǔɀȒȸɎɀًƏɀȅɖƬǝǔȒȸȸƺˢƺƬɎǣȒȇƏɀ٢ȸƺ٣ƬȸƺƏɎǣȒȇِ
Mama Works is a veritable cocoon of well-being, conducive to inspiration
and concentration. It is an invigorating agora for creative teams to
debate, discuss and brainstorm. It is a luminous loft where ideas, people
ƏȇƳƺȇƺȸǕǣƺɀˢȒɯǔȸƺƺǼɵِxƏȅƏáȒȸǸɀǣɀǔȸƺƺƳȒȅƏȇƳˢƺɴǣƫǣǼǣɎɵًƏ
rallying point for everyone from cutting-edge CEOs and promising
entrepreneurs to go-getter freelancers.

Mama Works Cours Lafayette Lyon, France

EXISTING PROPERTY

1,812 sqm

Mama Works Lyon
Mama Works Bordeaux

3,083 sqm

Mama Works Lille

1,600 sqm

PIPELINE PROPERTIES

Mama Works Montpellier

2,000 sqm

Mama Works Rennes

1,800 sqm

Mama Works Bordeaux, France

Mama Works Cours Lafayette Lyon, France

Mama Works Cours Lafayette Lyon, France

Mama Works Bordeaux, France

mamaworks.com

106106
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PLAY. FULLY.

With Accor, living limitless means the freedom
Ä ¨Ø Ñ ºØ §§ ¨Ä ¨ Ñ ºØ ÒqØĔ Tq¨¾ Ä

Play

our hotels’ diverse selection of restaurants and
|qº¾ď O ¨Ä ºÄq¨§ ¨ÄĮ¾ }ÈºqÄ  º ¾ÄqÈºq¨Ä¾
and nightlife experiences, Potel et Chabot’s
¡  ¨qºØ q¾Äº¨§Øď Hqº¾ O} ÄØĮ¾ | ¾· 
events and sophisticated venues, and the
indulgence of our hotel spas, we have everything
you will ever need to Play, night and day.

108
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Voyages

Travelling
to the future
Accor is inviting you to experience new journeys of
discovery. So climb aboard the legendary Orient
Express and enjoy the view from its remarkable
carriages designed by the greatest Art Deco artists
and decorators. Sit back and immerse yourself in the

Orient Express, Paris, France
Orient Express, Paris, France

beauty of Egypt’s ancient treasures on a Mövenpick
Nile cruise, while delighting in the authentic cuisine,
attentive service and upscale hospitality. Or watch
majestic African wildlife from your private suite on
an elegant Mantis Collection houseboat as it wends
its way up the mighty Chobe River in Namibia. With
ǣɎɀƳƺˡƏȇɎǼɵƬȒȇɎƺȅȵȒȸƏȸɵɮǣɀǣȒȇȒǔɎǝƺǕǼȒȸǣƺɀȒǔ
ɎǝƺȵƏɀɎًƬƬȒȸǣɀȸƺƳƺˡȇǣȇǕɎǝƺǔɖɎɖȸƺȒǔ
personalised luxury travel.

Over

135
years
since the Orient Express
began services

Mövenpick Nile Boat, Sunray, Egypt
Zambezi Queen Collection by Mantis, Botswana

8

luxurious Mövenpick
boats on the Nile

110

Zambezi Queen Collection by Mantis, Botswana
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Wellness

Transformative
experiences
Discerning travellers are increasingly motivated
by the possibilities of maintaining and improving
their health during their stay.
From concept to operations, facilities

Pullman Shanghai, China

and programs, we create opportunities
for transformative, innovative and extraordinary
moments of wellness and well-being for
our guests.
The attentive and generous teams of thalasso,
ɀȵƏۭˡɎȇƺɀɀƺɴȵƺȸɎɀƳǣɀȵƺȇɀƺȸƺɮǣɎƏǼǣɀǣȇǕ
seawater therapies a wide range of locally
inspired holistic treatments or the motivation
for one more rep in the gym.

Over

375
2È×ÈºØO·q¾

Pullman Kaifeng Jianye, China

Over

500
Health Clubs
14
Thalassa
Wellness Resorts

112

Pullman Phuket Arcadia Naithon Beach, Thailand
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AccorLocal

Be connected to
your neighbourhood
AccorLocal is the App that turns your local hotel into a hub for local services. It’s a new way to enjoy all Accor
has to offer, and much more - without having to sleep in the hotel. Through a dedicated app and website,
ɵȒɖƬƏȇȷɖǣƬǸǼɵƏȇƳɀƺƏȅǼƺɀɀǼɵƏƬƬƺɀɀɎȒɀƺȸɮǣƬƺɀƏȇƳƺɴȵƺȸǣƺȇƬƺɀǔȸȒȅȒɖȸǝȒɎƺǼɀيƫȸɖȇƬǝًƫȸƺƏǸǔƏɀɎًˡɎȇƺɀɀً
yoga class, massage... AccorLocal transforms your local hotel from a place to stay into a neighbourhood hub that
offers experiences, open to all, resident and visitor alike. AccorLocal, say hello to your neighbourhood enhancer.

Humanly digital \ Local \ 24/7

accorlocal.com
114
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Entertainment

Making new
memories
In unforgettable places all over the world
– from rooftop venues to underground clubs,
breathtaking bars to remarkable restaurants

Hôtel des Arts, Social Club, Saigon, Vietnam

– Accor offers the very best in entertainment
all year round. Rixos annually curates over
800 exciting events by internationally

+5,000

renowned artists, performers and DJs at its
hotels, while Paris Society invites you to

visitors attend
the events annually

experience the thrill of Paris’s most elegant,
magical and legendary nightlife hotspots.
ȇƳnƏzɖǣɎƫɵ³ȒˡɎƺǼǣɀȸƺǣȇɮƺȇɎǣȇǕɎǝƺȵƏȸɎɵ
with its exclusive concept of music and

Guests from

mixology blending local culture with Parisian

+50
nationalities

style. By creating new ways of making
memorable moments, Accor continues to
make every guest experience truly
exceptional.

40
events worldwide since the launch

in destinations such as Marrakech,
Dubai, Los Angeles, Bangkok,
a ¨¨qď}qŕOØ¨ ØĔĔĔ
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Raspoutine, Paris, France
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Restaurants & Bars

Novotel Istanbul Bosphorus, Istanbul, Turkey

Fairmont Miramar Hotel and Bungalows,
Santa Monica, United States

Excellent, authentic and fun

Novotel London Canary Wharf, London, England

10,000
restaurants
and bars

80,000
talented
employees

200

million meals
a year

€5

billion
in revenue

Food & Beverage are universal symbols of welcome that never need translation.
At Accor, our mission is to make F&B the heart and soul of our hotels by thinking like restaurateurs
and delivering an experience that is excellent, relevant and authentic. Doing this will help us create
venues that are not simply “hot and trendy,” but rather essential to the very fabric of the cities
and communities where we live – for locals and travellers alike.
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Nightlife Division

Restaurant
& Nightlife

ɀƫƺټɀ(ǣɀȸɖȵɎǣɮƺJȸȒɖȵɯƏɀƫȒȸȇǔȸȒȅɎǝƺ
ȇǣǕǝɎƬǼɖƫًRɵƳƺ³ɖȇɀƺɎǣȇِדאXɎɀȅǣɀɀǣȒȇǣɀ
to constantly stay ahead of the curve, creating
and expanding trend-setting nightlife
concepts around the globe.
With a portfolio of 50+ award-winning
mixology bars, intimate lounges, dayclubs and
nightclubs, sbe has a continued dedication to
anticipating the desires of its clientele,
evolving and developing game-changing
concepts.

Disruptive Group is a division of sbe
that owns, operates and licenses
unique lifestyle brands in the
restaurant and nightlife spaces.
Disruptive Group’s brands bring
the full circle lifestyle experience
to properties both in and beyond
the sbe hotel portfolio, including
stand-alone restaurants worldwide.

Doheny Room, Delano Miami Beach, United States

Restaurant Division
30 unique lifestyle brands

ɀƫƺټɀ(ǣɀȸɖȵɎǣɮƺJȸȒɖȵǔƺƏɎɖȸƺɀƏɯƏȸƳٮɯǣȇȇǣȇǕ
restaurant brands helmed by star-studded
and dedicated chefs that provide guests with
unforgettable dining experiences complete
with inspired cuisine, energetic design along
with warm and attentive service.
ÁǝƺJȸȒɖȵټɀȸƺɀɎƏɖȸƏȇɎɀǝƏɮƺƫƺƬȒȅƺɎǝƺ
refreshing standard for social dining since
ɎǝƺǣȸǣȇƬƺȵɎǣȒȇǣȇ³ȒɖɎǝƺȸȇ!ƏǼǣǔȒȸȇǣƏƏȇƳǝƏɮƺ
expanded globally – with over 70+ restaurants
currently in operation and growing on
a global scale.

100 global locations
14 Katsuya locations
13 designed by Philippe Starck
2 James-Beard
Award Winning Chefs

MARTIN HEIERLING
XȇٮRȒɖɀƺ!ǝǣƺǔ!ɖǼǣȇƏȸɵ ǔˡƬƺȸ

XzٳR È³0Xz!È Á «
of Culinary Concepts

sbe.com
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Katsuya, Brickell, Miami, United States
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Legendary French cuisine
for contemporary events
J³Á« z xX!ٙ¨«0³ÁXJX È³ٙ0æ!0nn0z!0

Potel et Chabot has been reinventing the art of gastronomic catering since 1820.
A standard bearer for the French culinary tradition, it now brings its expertise
and excellence to the Accor’s portfolio. With nine spectacular venues in Paris,
and a catalogue of 600 venues in France and internationally,
Potel et Chabot can host and cater events of all sizes.

Exclusive Venues
PAVILLON GABRIEL

PAVILLON DES LUMIÈRES

PAVILLON SEINE

PAVILLON KLÉBER

ORIENT EXPRESS

¨àXnn zà0z(x0

PAVILLON CAMBON CAPUCINES

RÁ0n(ټ1à«0Èæ

PAVILLON DAUPHINE

Authenticity
Invention
Generosity
For more than 30 years,
³ƏǣȇɎ!ǼƏǣȸǝƏɀƫƺƺȇǝȒȇȒɖȸǣȇǕ
the best of French cuisine,
catering and planning events in
a wide variety of venues.

poteletchabot.com
122
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Unique places to celebrate
Iconic Venues ٙ Fine Dining ٙ Entertainment

Flagships
In just under 10 years, Paris Society has become a leader

APICIUS

in events, hospitality and entertainment in France.

TERMINAL 7

It is today developing around three pillars:

PARISLONGCHAMP

CLUBS, the heart and soul of Parisian nightlife;

ROOFTOP R2 MARSEILLE

TABLES, high-quality restaurants in iconic venues;
and PLACES unparalleled portfolio of event venues.
These complementary poles allow the group to create
synergies and capitalise on its wealth of savoir-faire.

RASPOUTINE
¨«X³ٜ« x0ٜx««k0!R
LOULOU
MONSIEUR BLEU
LE DOMAINE DE LONGCHAMP

Girafe Paris, France

Hqº¾O} ÄØ¾ĔĔĔ
• An event-management
specialist and producer,
offering made-to-measure
and one-stop solutions
• A creator of high-end
restaurants
• A connoisseur of atypical
venues in perfect locations

3,000 events

• An expert in unique dining

organised every year

experiences and events

80 full-time employees

• An incoming & events
company, organising

900 employees in total

corporate and social events
for 100 to 1,500 people.

PIPELINE

9 prestigious projects

Le Roxie Paris, France

ParisLongchamp Paris, France

paris-society.com
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BUSINESS ACCELERATORS. POWERFULLY.

Power your business with Accor’s complete range
of solutions: from direct sales, online distribution,
data analysis to customised client contact.

Business
accelerators

We help hoteliers better connect with online
customers, from leisure travellers to corporate
clients. We allow catering groups to work more
closely with their suppliers, and restaurants
to improve their bookings. At Accor, we are
determined to help our customers profit from the
digital hospitality revolution.
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Distribution
Innovative

technology

that

builds

upon Accor ’s deep exper tise to drive
day-to-day operations and performance
for independent hoteliers, B2B hotel
ƫȒȒǸƺȸɀًƏȇƳȸƺɀɎƏɖȸƏȇɎɀِ 

(ٳ0(J0 ٘ J0kk
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Technology
and marketing
solutions for hotels
Availpro & Fastbooking - two of the largest companies in
hospitality distribution technology - unite under a new brand:
(ٮ0(J0RȒɀȵǣɎƏǼǣɎɵ³ȒǼɖɎǣȒȇɀِ
D-EDGE’s high-end technology provides independent hoteliers
and chains with a smooth, transparent 360° suite
of solutions to optimise their online distribution:

CENTRAL
RESERVATION
SYSTEM

DATA
INTELLIGENCE

CONNECTIVITY
HUB

WEBSITE
CREATION

DIGITAL
MEDIA

“Maximising
your hotel
revenue is as easy
as a swipe”
11,000 hotels
customers

+100 countries

1 Mission

in Europe and APAC

To move technology into the background
so hoteliers can focus on their guests and hospitality business.

Daily support
in 20 languages

ږדِהڷxڡin R&D/year
Europe

3 Fundamentals
Easy-to-use

Reliability

No.1
No.3

Worldwide
Proximity

d-edge.com
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France’s leading
BtoB hotel booking platform

HOTEL BOOKING
SPECIALIST DEDICATED
TO TRAVEL AGENCIES
Teldar Travel is an online B2B hotel reservations
vations

Founded in 2009 and based in France, Gekko Group is the European leading hotel booking platform.

specialist dedicated to travel agents, leader
der in its

Through its different brands, Gekko Group brings innovative solutions to corporate travel (HCorpo, Teldar Biz),

native French market and other markets in Europe.

+14,000

ǼƺǣɀɖȸƺɎȸƏɮƺǼ٢ÁƺǼƳƏȸÁȸƏɮƺǼًxǣǼƺɀɎɎƏƬǸ٣ƏȇƳǝȒɎƺǼƬȒȇɎȸƏƬɎǣȇǕƏȇƳɯǝȒǼƺɀƏǼƺ٢XȇˡȇǣɎƺRȒɎƺǼ٣ِ

³ǣȇƬƺژǣɎɀǔȒɖȇƳǣȇǕًÁƺǼƳƏȸÁȸƏɮƺǼǝƏɀƳǣɮƺȸɀǣˡƺƳǣɎɀ

travel agencies

activities with Teldar Biz (dedicated to SME
business travel agencies) and has developed into a
ǕǼȒƫƏǼȵǼƏɵƺȸɯǣɎǝחƏǔˡǼǣƏɎƺȒǔˡƬƺɀƏƬȸȒɀɀ0ɖȸȒȵƺِ

2009 creation of Gekko
100% proprietary technology
based in France

9
countries

+600,000 hotels all over the world,
f rom 1 star to 5 stars, hotel chains
and independent hotels, alternative
accommodation, private rental...

FIRST LOYALTY PROGRAM IN EUROPE
DEDICATED TO TRAVEL AGENTS

+30,000
members across Europe,
among which 85%
are active users

A UNIQUE HOTEL BOOKING TOOL DEDICATED TO LARGE COMPANIES
AND INTERNATIONAL GROUPS

Miles Attack is the leading travel agent loyalty
program, providing its tourism industry partners
with an online loyalty solution to drive sales.

8
countries

Designed from the outset to meet company needs, HCorpo is the only hotel booking platform offering
both immediate availability and centralised billing for 100% of hotel expenses. HCorpo enables
companies to get full visibility and reduce their hotel spending without affecting their travel policy.

+15 000

+400

hotels in France (independent

long-term
corporate clients

100%
client retention

90% adoption

INTERNATIONAL WHOLESALER
FOR LEISURE AND
CORPORATE CLIENTS
XȇˡȇǣɎƺRȒɎƺǼǣɀƏɯǝȒǼƺɀƏǼƺȸȵȸȒɮǣƳǣȇǕƏȇǣȇɎƺȸȇƏɎǣȒȇƏǼ
inventory to B2B clients located all over the world.

and local chains, from 2 to 5*)
and international chains.

+4,000
hotels in France (international
chains, independent hoteliers,
from 2 to 5*)

gekko-group.de
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EXCEPTIONAL HOTELS. EXCLUSIVE OFFERS.

Exceptional hotels.
×}¡È¾Ñ ì º¾Ĕ
VeryChic proposes its members exclusive offers in
extraordinary hotels, with up to 70% off. Over 4,000 partner
hotels optimise their distribution with VeryChic and
over 8 million members have joined since its creation.

8.5 million

FRANCE

PORTUGAL

members

23%

5%

4,000

GREECE

REST OF THE WORLD

6%

41%

ITALY

SPAIN

14%

11%

partner hotels

50 countries

³ȒˡɎƺǼ(ɖƫƏǩÁǝƺ¨ƏǼȅ«ƺɀȒȸɎƏȇƳ³ȵƏًÈȇǣɎƺƳȸƏƫ0ȅǣȸƏɎƺɀ

verychic.com
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Built by restaurateurs
for restaurateurs
ResDiary is a commission-free restaurant booking system
ȒǔǔƺȸǣȇǕɖȇȸǣɮƏǼǼƺƳɎƏƫǼƺȅƏȇƏǕƺȅƺȇɎƏȇƳƬǼƺƏȸˡȇƏȇƬǣƏǼ
forecasting, without unpredictable costs.
ResDiary’s customisable booking buttons and widgets
are underpinned by smart back-end rules, managing
reservations at key times. Operators can also control
where bookings come from, and how many are taken
through individual channels.
The system provides a diner portal, www.resdiary.com,
and a consumer app, ResDiary Now, helping diners make
informed decisions on where to eat, aided
ƫɵɮƺȸǣˡƺƳƬɖɀɎȒȅƺȸȸƺɮǣƺɯɀِ

Chaakoo Bombay Cafe, Glasgow, United-Kingdom

60 countries
in the world where

1

2

3

4

+166 million meals

Smooth online
booking process

Smart table
management

Customised
customer contact

Increased diner
loyalty

distributed per year

8,600 establishments
delivered

resdiary.com
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Experience
Reinventing traditional concierge service
ǔȒȸ ɎȒƳƏɵ يȵƺȸɀȒȇƏǼǣɀƺƳ ƏɀɀǣɀɎƏȇƬƺً ȅƏƳƺٮ
to-measure, where and when you need it.

JOHN PAUL
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Concierges for the digital age
¨³³X zٙ0æ!0nn0z!0ٙXzz àÁX z

John Paul provides companies and brands with loyalty solutions for their clients and
employees via three complementary programs, relationship marketing, and digital
services. John Paul combines the unique know-how and skills of its 700 Concierges and
the operation of a global digital platform with ultra-personalised content thanks to
proprietary technology.

JOHN PAUL CREATES INNOVATIVE LOYALTY PROGRAMS FOR CLIENTS & EMPLOYEES
Operating in white label, we help brands design their customer journey
to create frequent and high-value touchpoints with their customers and maintain
a strong and constant emotional connection with them. We do so through
a compelling team of concierges and a set of expert tools designed to match

Combining human and technology to create
a rich and unique experience.

ɎǝƺƫȸƏȇƳɖȇǣɮƺȸɀƺƏȇƳǔɖǼˡǼǼɎǝƺȇƺƺƳɀȒǔƫȸƏȇƳɀټȅȒɀɎɮƏǼɖƏƫǼƺɎƏȸǕƺɎɀِ

FOR CUSTOMERS

FOR EMPLOYEES

We help brands manage their client

We create innovative loyalty programmes

relationships, from the design

that strengthen the employer brand

to the implementation of personalized

with on-site concierge desks

ƏǔˡȇǣɎɵȵȸȒǕȸƏȅȅƺɀِ

and multichannel solutions.

1,000

5

גאٜו

50,000 exclusive

employees

continents

availability

partnerships

The Art
O ºÑ}

The Art
of Marketing

Personalised
digital experience

Concierge excellence

Customised content

Cutting-edge technology

to surpass expectations

adapted to clients

to reinvent the service

“Can you help me organise

“I receive newsletters with

of tomorrow

ƏȵȸǣɮƏɎƺƬȸɖǣɀƺɯǣɎǝˡȸƺɯȒȸǸɀ

privileged offers and invitations

“I am using live chat to talk with

ȒȇnƏǸƺ!ȒȅȒّٺ

that match my tastes.”

my concierge on the app!”

johnpaul.com
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Operations
Cloud-based tools to optimise supply
chains and purchasing through open
platforms

that

encourage

real-time

collaboration.

(

142
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Adoria simplifies
a highly complex
supply chain for

Contribute to the
success of restaurants
& catering groups

3,000+
A leading European software provider with

establishments

a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) platform that enables

(30 catering groups

the catering industry to optimise supply management.

incl. hotels, public entities,
commercial chains).

Our mission is to contribute to the success of catering groups
by optimising the procurement process of their restaurants.
Our modular suite of digital tools ensures that all stakeholders
in the catering chain provide a quality service,

Through 3
modular software
solutions:

from producer through to consumer.
Adoria is a platform for organised catering where site
managers, purchasing services and suppliers collaborate in
real time in order to: ³ǣǕȇǣˡƬƏȇɎǼɵȸƺƳɖƬƺȵȸȒƬɖȸƺȅƺȇɎ
and management costs Improve visibility and control over
operational performance  ƺȇƺˡɎǔȸȒȅƏȇƺƏɀɵٮɎȒٮɖɀƺ
and low-cost suite of digital tools

0ٳz0J !0
to manage tendering
with manufactures,

65,000
references in the catalog

0! «¨ٳÈ«0x0zÁ
to manage orders

+100,000

& reception of goods,

orders per month

400 million euros
of purchases each year

0( «¨ٳÈ!ÁX z
to manage stocks,
previsions, nutritional
elements.

144

Pullman Sao Paulo Vila Olimpia, Brazil
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All your hospitality needs delivered
through innovative digital solutions supported
by our global and local team of experts to secure
and maximise your value.
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Nearly

More than

3,500 Suppliers

5,600 Clients

/ World

/ World

At the core of Astore’s trademark- and the reason for

partner, capable of negotiating competitive prices and

its success- is a knowledge and passion for hospi-

volumes. Astore pledges to a responsible sourcing

tality. Today, with more than 4,800 customers world-

and sustainable planet by promoting partnerships

wide and the trust of nearly 700 external customers

with committed suppliers. When working locally,

who value its services, Astore has the ambition to

Astore guarantees ethical traceability of products

become a provider for all procurement solutions and

and security of the supply-chain. Suppliers are sub-

to be the partner of all hospitality establishments,

jected to regular compliance checks of environ-

from the most economical to the most luxurious.

mental and societal standards to assure the best

Astore is committed to bring excellence and exper-

products and services on the market.

tise in hospitality products and services to add value to

Astore is offering personalised and localised solu-

guest’s experience through a network of innovative

tions, building a relationship of trust and helping its

digital solutions. Choosing Astore is choosing a reliable

partners realise their future ambitions.

 גِאǣǼǼǣȒȇڡ

ɖȇǣȷɖƺ

וIƏȅǣǼǣƺɀcovering

purchases / Worldwide

Innovative E-commerce platform

100% of hotel needs

 אǔˡƬƺɀWorldwide
and א0ɴȵƺȸɎɀ
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«ِ «ǣƬƏȸƳً (ِ «ǣɮƺɀً ³ƏǣȇɎ !ǼƏǣȸ nƺ ÁȸƏǣɎƺɖȸٖ!ǣȸȷɖƺ Ƴɖ ³ȒǼƺǣǼٖ ȇƺ (ȸȒȵً xِ ³ƏǼǣȒɖً nِ ³ƏȅƏǣȇً ³ِ ³ƏȸƏǼً ³ǝɖɎɎƺȸɀɎȒƬǸً kِ ³ƺȇɀȒɵً nِ ³ǣȇƬǼƏǣȸً ِ ³ȅƏȸɎً hِ ³ȅǣɎǝً
(ِ ³ȇƏȵƺً ِ ³ȵƺȇƬƺً xِ ³ȵƺȇƬƺȸً xِ ³ɖً xِ ÁƏȇǕً ِ ÁǴǣɎƏً àǕƏǴǣƬً !ِ áƏƳɀɯȒȸɎǝً !ِ áƏǼƺɀً !ِ áƺǣɀɀً (ِ áǣǼǼƺȇً kِ áǣɎǝƺȸǣȇǕɎȒȇً ِ çǣǕǣɎً (ِ ³ِ çǣǼȅƏɿً hِ ñƏȸǣȇɀِ
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ǼǼ ǣȇǔȒȸȅƏɎǣȒȇً ǣȅƏǕƺɀً ȵǼƏȇɀً ƳƺɀǣǕȇɀً ɀƬǝƺȅƏɀ ȵɖƫǼǣɀǝƺƳ ǣȇ Ɏǝǣɀ ƳȒƬɖȅƺȇɎ Əȸƺ ȵȸȒɮǣƳƺƳ ƫɵ ƬƬȒȸRȒɎƺǼɀِ ȇɵ ƬȒȇɀɖǼɎƏɎǣȒȇ Ȓȸ ɖɀƺ ȅɖɀɎ ȸƺɀȵȒȇƳ ɎȒ Ɏǝƺ ǔȒǼǼȒɯǣȇǕ
ƬȒȇƳǣɎǣȒȇɀيXzÁ0nn0!ÁÈn¨« ¨0«ÁçيÁǝƺȸǣǕǝɎɀȒȇɎǝƺɎƺɴɎɀًǣȅƏǕƺɀًȵǼƏȇɀًƳƺɀǣǕȇɀًɀƬǝƺȅƏɀȵɖƫǼǣɀǝƺƳǣȇɎǝǣɀƳȒƬɖȅƺȇɎƏȸƺȒɯȇƺƳƫɵƬƬȒȸRȒɎƺǼɀȒȸƏȇɵɎǝǣȸƳȵƏȸɎɵټ
ȵȸȒȵƺȸɎɵِ0ɴƬƺȵɎɎǝƺǔȒǼǼȒɯǣȇǕɎƺȸȅɀًȇȒȒȇƺƬƏȇƬȒȵɵًȸƺȵȸȒƳɖƬƺًƳǣɀɎȸǣƫɖɎƺًƳȒɯȇǼȒƏƳًɀǝȒɯȒȸɎȸƏȇɀȅǣɎɎǝƺƳȒƬɖȅƺȇɎɀȒȸǣȇǔȒȸȅƏɎǣȒȇًǣȇƏȇɵɯƏɵȒȸƫɵƏȇɵȅƺƏȇɀً
ɯǣɎǝȒɖɎ ƬƬȒȸRȒɎƺǼɀ Ȓȸ Ɏǝƺ ƬȒȵɵȸǣǕǝɎ Ȓɯȇƺȸټɀ ȵȸȒȵƺȸ ɯȸǣɎɎƺȇ ƏɖɎǝȒȸǣɿƏɎǣȒȇِ ƬƬȒȸRȒɎƺǼɀ ƏɖɎǝȒȸǣɿƺ ɎȒ ɮǣɀɖƏǼǣɿƺً ƳȒɯȇǼȒƏƳً ȵȸǣȇɎ ƏȇƳ ɎȸƏȇɀȅǣɎ Ɏǝƺ ƳȒƬɖȅƺȇɎً ǣȇ Ɏǝƺ
ǔȒǼǼȒɯǣȇǕƬȒȇƳǣɎǣȒȇɀيÁǝƺƳȒƬɖȅƺȇɎɀǝȒɖǼƳȒȇǼɵƫƺȇƺˡɎɎȒƬƬȒȸRȒɎƺǼɀًǔȒȸǣȇǔȒȸȅƏɎǣɮƺƏȇƳȇȒȇٮƬȒȅȅƺȸƬǣƏǼȵɖȸȵȒɀƺɀٕÁǝƺƳȒƬɖȅƺȇɎɀǝȒɖǼƳz ÁƫƺȅȒƳǣˡƺƳٕÁǝƺɖɀƺ
ȒǔɎǝƺƳȒƬɖȅƺȇɎɀǝȒɖǼƳƬȒȅȵǼɵɯǣɎǝXȇɎƺǼǼƺƬɎɖƏǼ¨ȸȒȵƺȸɎɵȸǣǕǝɎɀِǼǼɎǝƺȷɖȒɎƺƳȅƏȸǸɀƏȇƳȸƺǼƏɎƺƳǼȒǕȒɀƏȸƺɎȸƏƳƺȅƏȸǸɀˡǼƺƳ۲ِ

